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Ultrafast Photodissociation Dynamics of Pyrazole, Imidazole and their
Deuterated Derivatives using Ab Initio Multiple Cloning.†
Christopher C. Symonds,∗a,b Dmitry V. Makhov,a,c, Neil C. Cole-Filipiak,d,e James A. Green,a, f
Vasilios G. Stavros,d and Dmitrii V. Shalashilin.∗a
Abstract
We present results obtained using the ab initio multiple cloning (AIMC) method to simulate fully quantum dynamics for imi-
dazole and its structural isomer pyrazole along with their selectively deuterated species. We simulate the ultrafast dissociation
of the N-H/D bond for these molecules along the repulsive 1piσ∗ state which agree well with previous experimental results.
Our results give evidence for a two-stage dissociation of the N-H/D bond on the sub-50 fs regime for imidazole, pyrazole
and their selectively deuterated species, and give evidence for the importance of the repulsive 1piσ∗ state along the N-H/D
bond coordinate for the relaxation of both imidazole and pyrazole. The ability of these calculations to reproduce experimental
results lends confidence that larger complex systems could be explored with predictive capabilities with the AIMC method.
These results also confirm the ability of the AIMC method to add detailed insights to which experiments are blind.
1 Introduction
Nitrogen containing aromatic heterocycles are found through-
out nature in various biologically significant molecules and
compounds. The imidazole molecule for example is prevalent
as a subunit in important biological compounds including flu-
orescent proteins, purines such as the DNA bases adenine and
guanine, and amino acids such as histidine. Due to this preva-
lence of imidazole, in recent years there has been significant
interest in investigating its ultrafast excited state dynamics
following photo-absorption both experimentally1–10 and
theoretically.8,11–14 Pyrazole, a structural isomer of imi-
dazole rarely found in biomolecules, has been less widely
studied both experimentally3,15,16 and theoretically17 and
thus is, along with imidazole, the subject of a comparative
experimental and nonadiabatic quantum dynamics study in
the present work. The effect of selective deuteration at the
N-H bond has also been studied experimentally,3,15 but not
theoretically, so we also model this for both molecules.
Initially, it is worthwhile to briefly summarise the current
understanding of the ultrafast excited state dynamics of both
molecules. Imidazole is an aromatic hetrocycle containing
two non-adjacent nitrogen atoms at the 1 and 3 positions of
the aromatic ring. The seminal work by Sobolewski et al.18
identified the importance of low lying piσ∗ states in aromatic
hetrocycles, showing them to be dissociative along the N-H
stretch coordinate and providing an ultrafast radiationless
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transfer route through a conical intersection with the ground
state, deactivating on an ultrafast time scale and providing a
key clue to photoprotection in nature. Numerous studies have
indicated that this non-radiative relaxation can play a part in
photoprotection processes within biological systems.2,4,10 As
with other aromatic hetrocycles, the lowest energy piσ∗ state
(11A”) of imidazole is dissociative along the N-H stretch
coordinate and may become populated through vibronic cou-
pling with the pipi∗ states, or indirectly via internal conversion
from the 21A’(pipi∗) state (see figure 1 for an example of the
low lying electronic states). The early electronic structure
work for imidazole provided excitation energies between
electronic states and helped to characterise the lowest energy
excited states, the orbitals involved, and oscillator strengths
to aid identification in experimental spectra.11,12 Subsequent
analysis of conical intersections by Barbatti et al. revealed
puckering of the ring upon deactivation from the pipi∗
states.13 This effect was further emphasised a couple of years
later with surface hopping calculations by Crespo-Otero et
al., where 16% of trajectories were found to be deactivated
by this mechanism when initiated in an energy window of
6.0-6.2 eV, placing them mostly on pipi∗ states with the rest
relaxing through N-H dissociation8.
A H Rydberg atom photofragment translational spec-
troscopy (HRA-PTS) study in the wavelength range 193.3
≤ λ ≤ 240 nm by Devine et al.7 on imidazole revealed
excitation to the 11A”(piσ∗) state is dominant at the longer
wavelength region, whilst at λ < 220 nm excitation to the
21A’(pipi∗) state is dominant. In the TKER spectrum a high
kinetic energy peak from rapid dissociation of the hydrogen
atom was observed and ascribed to the repulsive 11A”(piσ∗)
state, alongside a lower and broader kinetic energy peak, be-
lieved to be due to dissociation following internal conversion
to the ground state, which becomes more prevalent at shorter
wavelengths. A two-colour time-resolved photoelectron
spectroscopy (TR-PES) study by Crespo-Otero et al. on
imidazole found time-constants to reach the 11A”(piσ∗) /
ground state conical intersection after initial ionisation onto
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Figure 1: Schematic of the potential energy curves for imida-
zole and pyrazole along the RN−H coordinate. The potential
energy curves are calculated with CASSCF on the same level
as detailed in section 2 for the three lowest energy states and
then offset to place the bottom of the ground states for both
molecules at zero. Due to state mixing the S1 state is of pipi
∗
character in the Franck-Condon region and as such the low
lying pipi∗ state for pyrazole is not explicitly shown.
the D0 cation at the beginning of dynamics by pump pulses
of λ = 239.6 nm and λ = 200.8 nm8. These were found
to be 17± 15 fs and 50± 15 fs for the longer and shorter
wavelength pulses respectively. The longer time constant
from the shorter wavelength pulse was suggested to be due
to the internal conversion from 21A’(pipi∗) to 11A”(piσ∗)
before reaching the 11A”(piσ∗) / ground state conical inter-
section. Additional time-resolved studies at a pump pulse
of λ = 200 nm were carried out by Hadden et al.9 using
time-resolved velocity map imaging (TR-VMI) and by Yu
et al.10 by measurements of the time-resolved ion yield
(TR-IY). They found time constants for the high and low
kinetic energy H’s of 78± 37 and 163± 50 fs; and 82± 30
and 199± 30 fs, respectively. This relatively fast timescale
for the low kinetic energy H’s led to the suggestion that the
appearance of the low KE H atoms was due to multiphoton
pump processes. A longer dissociation time of τobs > 270 ps
was found through TR-VMI measurements by Roberts et
al.3 which was assigned to dissociation of H atoms following
internal conversion to the ground state. The H atoms detected
in that work were determined to be from N-H bond rupture
rather than from the C-H bond, due to a negligible amount of
H atoms produced with imidazole-d1.
Pyrazole differs from imidazole by shifting the position of
the nitrogen atom in the aromatic ring from the 3 position to
the 2 position, creating an N-N bond. Pyrazole also differs
from imidazole in that the lowest energy pipi∗ state (21A’) lies
below the lowest energy piσ∗ state (11A”), meaning at long
wavelengths it is the pipi∗ state that is populated initially.19,20
In comparison to investigations of imidazole, experimental
studies of pyrazole are relatively sparce. A similar HRA-PTS
study to that carried out by Devine et al. on imidazole
was performed by King et al. on pyrazole in the 193.3
≤ λ ≤ 230 nm range, finding excitation to the 21A’(pipi∗)
dominant at the longer wavelength region, whilst excitation
to 11A”(piσ∗) predominantly occured at λ < 214 nm.15
The slow, lower energy distribution in the H atom TKER
spectrum was therefore shown to be dominant at longer
wavelengths, whilst the faster, higher energy distribution
increased in intensity at shorter wavelengths. The loss of a
H atom means the pyrazolyl radicals are of C2v symmetry
rather than the Cs symmetry of the pyrazole molecule. This
change in symmetry is also true for imidazole, however while
the ground state of the imidazolyl radical is 12B1 symmetry,
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the pyrazolyl has ground states of 12A2 symmetry. The
gap between the 12A2 and 1
2B1 levels is small in pyrazolyl
however, meaning the photoproducts are formed in a mixture
of states.15 Investigations of pyrazole were carried out by
Williams et al.,16 who used TR-VMI to investigate N-H dis-
sociation and find H atom appearance lifetimes for pyrazole
following λ = 200 nm excitation, finding that the high kinetic
energy H atoms had an appearance lifetime of < 50 fs, the
low kinetic energy H atoms due to multiphoton processes had
an appearance lifetime of 112± 34 fs. In the same article,
they also considered relaxation through ring deformation and
photofragmentation using TR-IY measurements analysed
using a model based on calculations of imidazole, finding
that only 4-13% of trajectories relax through ring-puckering
or ring-opening and concluding that ring deformation was
only a minor relaxation pathway in pyrazole, with N-H bond
rupture along the 1piσ∗ state being the major pathway. Later
work by Roberts et al. reported a lifetime for dissociation
of the N-H bond following internal conversion to the ground
state of τobs193±35 ps for pyrazole, and also determined the
source of the high kinetic energy H atoms from dissociation
to originate from the N-H bond rather than from the C-H
bond through TR-VMI measurements of pyrazole-d1 and
pyrazole-d3.
3
Theoretical investigations of pyrazole are similarly sparse,
particularly the consideration of dynamics. Calculations
using the complete active space second order perturbation
2
theory (CASPT2) have been used to characterise the low
lying electronic states of pyrazole15, and Xie et al.17 have
used surface hopping combined with MS-CASPT2(10,8)
electronic structure calculations to investigate dynamics on
the S1 state. While the MS-CASPT2 calculations found the
S1 state to be of pipi
∗ character in the Franck-Condon region
in agreement with experiment, and found barrierless conver-
sions to repulsive piσ∗ character along both the N-H and N-N
stretch coordinates, with a subsequent conical intersection
with S0, surprisingly the surface hopping dynamics calcula-
tions only saw the N-N bond stretch as a relaxation pathway
in disagreement to the conclusions made by Williams et
al. and King et al. in their previous experimental work. A
second relaxation pathway to the S0 state was found through
the ring puckering coordinate, with a branching ratio of
93:7 in favour of ring opening via the N-N bond, and the
calculations determined the 1piσ∗ relaxation along the N-H
bond to be almost entirely suppressed. To explain the N-H
dissociation seen in experimental results, Xie et al. suggested
that the detected H atom signal, even components with very
rapid dissociation lifetimes, were a result of dissociation after
relaxation to the S0 state.
While experimental studies have been conducted to com-
pare the structural isomers imidazole and pyrazole directly
on an even footing3,4, such a comparison has not been car-
ried out theoretically, nor has a theoretical comparison of the
effect of selective deuteration of the N-H bond for the two
molecules. To carry out these calculations we use the ab ini-
tio multiple cloning (AIMC)21 method which has previously
been used to study the similar molecules pyrrole22,23 and 2-
ethylpyrrole.24 AIMC is an ab initio direct dynamics ver-
sion of the Multiconfigurational Ehrenfest (MCE) approach25
which uses frozen Gaussian basis functions (or equivalently,
coherent states) guided by Ehrenfest trajectories to describe
the nuclear wavepacket. The electronic potential energy sur-
faces are calculated at the centres of these Gaussian basis
functions as the simulation is running, or “on the fly”, to pro-
vide a fully dimensional and accurate description of nonadia-
batic dynamics. The method also incorporates basis function
cloning, a description of wavepacket splitting similar to that
of ab initio multiple spawning (AIMS)26–29, and in our pre-
vious work25,30 it has been demonstrated that for model sys-
tems comprised of tens of degrees of freedom the inclusion of
this cloning process allows MCE simulations to converge to
results which agree with numerically exact benchmarks.
2 Computational Details
Simulations were carried out using the AIMC method, an
ab initio quantum direct dynamics method based on the
successful Multiconfigurational Ehrenfest (MCE) method
which includes basis function cloning. An accounting of the
working equations of the AIMC method and a description
of the cloning procedure included in the method is given in
the ESI to this article†. As with previous AIMC studies,21–23
dynamics were simulated using a modified version of the
AIMS-MOLPRO package29,31,32 that incorporates Ehrenfest
trajectories to guide the quantum basis set. The electronic
structure calculations were performed using CASSCF with
Dunning’s cc-PVDZ set,33 with the additions of one diffuse
s function, one set of p functions and one set of d functions
on the nitrogen atom attached to the dissociative hydro-
gen/deuterium, and additions of one diffuse s function and
a set of p functions to the dissociative hydrogen/deuterium
atom for both molecules in this study. The use of these extra
diffuse functions rather than using the full aug-cc-pVDZ
basis set ensured that the dynamics under investigation were
properly described while also limiting the computational
expense of the simulations themselves which ran to over
2.5× 105 hours of processor time for the full set of trajec-
tories across all molecules investigated. A discussion of
the validity of this reduction in the basis set is given in the
supporting information †. The active spaces used for both
molecules consisted of 10 electrons in 8 orbitals (three ring pi
orbitals and two corresponding pi∗ orbitals, the N-H/D σ and
corresponding σ∗ orbital, and the lone pair on the nitrogen
atom). State averaging and dynamics were performed over
three states - the ground and two lowest excited singlet states.
The width of the Gaussian basis functions, γ , was taken to
be 4.7 Bohr−2 for hydrogen, 6.6 Bohr−2 for deuterium, 22.7
Bohr−2 for carbon and 19.0 Bohr−2 for nitrogen as suggested
in Ref 34.
Initial positions and momenta for the nuclei were sampled
from the ground state vibrational Wigner distribution in
the harmonic approximation using vibrational frequencies
and normal modes calculated at the same level of CASSCF
theory for each molecule as above. Excitation from the
ground to the first excited state is approximated by placing
the trajectory-guided basis functions on the excited electronic
state surface. It is understood that the finer details of initial
photoexcitation are not completely accounted for by this
approximation, and work has recently been presented by this
group which endeavours to simulate the initial excitation
pulse more accurately for future calculations35.
A total of 1000 trajectories were used for both molecules
and the same numbers for their deuterated species with
dynamics starting on the first excited state for all simula-
tions. These trajectories are used to guide the basis sets
of coupled Ehrenfest configurations in the wavefunction,
as is described further in the ESI†. Simulated data were
compared to experimental results obtained using a 200nm
pump pulse to excite the molecules. This pulse served to
excite imidazole to the first excited state directly and to excite
pyrazole to the second excited state, however after excitation
pyrazole undergoes rapid decay onto the first excited state
as described by King et al.15 and also as discussed in the
ESI to this article†. Calculations were run for 200 fs for all
molecules using a timestep of ∼0.6 fs (2.5 a.u.), or until
the N-H/D bond exceeded 4 A˚, which was defined as the
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point of dissociation. The amount of basis function cloning
experienced for each molecule, along with the fraction of
basis functions that were dissociative within 200 fs, is given
in Table 1. The rate of cloning is greatly influenced by the
layout of the potential energy surfaces, and this can be seen
in the differences between the cloning rates for imidazole and
pyrazole. For both deuterated species, a lower rate of cloning
is seen compared to their undeuterated molecules which is
thought to be due to the lower vibrational frequency from
the N-D bond resulting in fewer conical intersections being
encountered along the N-H/D coordinate.
Table 1: Table of the total basis function cloning and dissoci-
ation for all molecules
Molecule Number of Cloned Percentage of Dissociative
Basis Functions Basis Functions
Imidazole 209 79%
Imidazole-d1 48 84%
Pyrazole 80 88%
Pyrazole-d1 18 86%
3 Results
The analysis of the dissociation dynamics of imidazole, pyra-
zole and their selectively deuterated derivatives is carried out
using a method originally developed and applied in Ref 24.
For each of the molecules studied, the H and D atom TKER
spectra are presented and compared to experimental data as
well as to each other. The kinetic energies of dissociated H/D
atoms obtained from calculation are smoothed with Gaussian
functions (σ = 200 cm−1) to create a curve for the TKER
spectrum, as opposed to a stick spectrum of delta functions,
which allows better comparison to time resolved experimen-
tal results. This procedure has been used in previous publi-
cations to obtain simulated TKER spectra from AIMC cal-
culations.22–24 In addition to the TKER spectra, normalised
sums over dissociated basis functions are presented and, after
a smoothing procedure that takes into account the pump and
probe temporal widths, these are used to calculate the disso-
ciation time constants. The smoothing procedure has been
discussed previously in Refs 24 and 36 and is necessary for
any direct comparison to experimental results as the simula-
tion has well defined start and end points while the temporal
widths of the laser pulses “blur” these points in the experi-
mental results. For the smoothing process the pump and probe
laser pulses are assumed to be Gaussian in time, with tempo-
ral widths of σpump and σprobe respectively, parameters that
were determined for the experimental data by taking the time
resolved non-resonant ionisation of NH3 to be the cross cor-
relation of the two laser pulses (usually ∼ 50− 100 fs), as is
explained in Ref 16. The raw dissociation times are then con-
verted to Gaussian probability distributions with widths equal
to the convolution of the pump and probe pulses. The probe
consists of a 2 + 1 resonance enhanced multi-photon ionisa-
tion (REMPI) of H atom photofragments, and so for the probe
pulse this simultaneous absorption of 3 photons will reduce
the Gaussian probability distribution that models it by a fac-
tor of
√
3. A cumulative sum of these Gaussian distributions
is then carried out for all trajectory-guided basis functions,
weighted to account for the contributions due to cloned basis
functions. This allows a smoothed transient to be generated
which can be compared directly to renormalised experimen-
tal data that has had a time zero correction applied such as
is carried out in Ref 37. This smoothed transient is then fit-
ted to the kinetic model employed by Stavros et al. in the
same reference and elsewhere, and by fitting this model to
the experimental data also, the H/D appearance lifetimes can
be calculated and compared for both the simulated and ex-
perimental data. The kinetic model is given by an exponential
rise with time constant τ multiplied by the Heaviside unit step
function u(t− t0), convoluted with a Gaussian instrument re-
sponse function GIRF(t− t0) and multiplied by an amplitude
A, with a term S0 to account for any vertical offset.
S(t−t0)= S0+A
[
GIRF(t− t0)∗
((
1− e−(t−t0)/τ
)
u(t− t0)
)]
.
(1)
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Figure 2: Calculated H atom TKER spectrum for imidazole
(solid red) compared against the D atom TKER spectrum for
imidazole-d1 (dashed blue); experimental results at a pump
wavelength of λ = 200 nm shown inset.
TKER spectra for imidazole and imidazole-d1 are given
in Figure 2 with the experimental TKER spectra for these
two molecules inset. The experimental spectrum for imi-
dazole was published previously by Roberts et al.3 and the
imidazole-d1 spectrum is from unpublished data from the
same group38. The experimental data was obtained through
REMPI probing of H/D atoms generated following excitation
by a 200 nm pump pulse at ∆t = 2.5 ps for imidazole and
at ∆t = 600 ps for imidazole-d1. Due to differences in
4
zero point energy between imidazole and its selectively
deuterated species a shift in the peak of the spectrum towards
lower energy would be expected. While such a shift is
visible in the AIMC results, it is much smaller than the
∼ 900 cm−1 shift that was seen recently in AIMC simulations
of 2-ethylpyrrole.24 It is also difficult to see a shift in the
experimental TKER spectrum for imidazole-d1. This is most
likely due to “above origin” excitation in the experimental
data, where the higher vibrational modes are populated by
the pump pulse during excitation of the molecules. This has
the effect of suppressing the shift in the high energy peak
of the TKER spectrum for deuterated molecules. While
a low energy peak is seen on the experimental result only
a small intensity is seen in the low energy region for the
calculated spectra. This peak is explained by Roberts et
al.3 as due to multiphoton processes, which the AIMC
simulations do not consider, and as such the lack of a low
energy peak is exactly as one would expect. Furthermore, for
long pump-probe delays the low KE structure become more
pronounced, whereas in the calculations 79% of imidazole
basis functions and 84% of imidazole-d1 basis functions
are dissociated by 200 fs, meaning that this significant
increase in intensity is unlikely to occur. The high energy
peak is shifted up in energy with respect to the experimental
data by approximately 2000-2500 cm−1. This behaviour is
understood to be due to inaccuracies in the CASSCF potential
energy surfaces as they overestimate the gap between excited
states in the Franck-Condon region and the ground state
in the asymptotic N-H dissociative stretch region. This
shift is therefore expected with similar shifts seen in earlier
results for the simulated photodissociation of pyrrole22,23 and
2-ethylpyrrole.24
Figure 3 gives the H-atom appearance lifetime for imida-
zole (A) and the D-atom appearance lifetime for imidazole-
d1 (B) based on the AIMC calculations alongside appear-
ance lifetimes from experimental results38. To obtain the
appearance lifetimes a smoothing process is carried out on
the raw AIMC data as detailed above using pump and probe
pulse widths of σpump = 62 fs and σprobe = 37/
√
3 fs for
both imidazole and imidazole-d1 which are chosen to agree
with the experimental cross corelation between pump and
probe of σxc = 72 fs. The kinetic model is fitted to both the
smoothed data and to the experimental data to obtain the ap-
pearance lifetimes (although a modification is made for the
imidazole-d1 data as detailed below). Examples of the tran-
sients with the kinetic fit applied are given in the ESI to this
article†. The two appearance lifetimes for imidazole show
an excellent agreement with each other, with a calculated H-
atom lifetime of τNH = 49.4±0.3 fs and an experimental life-
time of τNH = 51± 2 fs based on renormalised data. These
lifetimes are both within the error margin of the previously
reported value of Hadden9 of τNH = 78± 37 fs and very
close to the error margin of the value measured by Yu10 of
τNH = 82±30 fs for high kinetic energy H atoms. The values
are also particularly close to the lower of the values measured
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Figure 3: Raw cumulative sum of dissociation times from
trajectory-guided basis functions, alongside smoothed H and
D atom appearance transients and experimental data for (A)
Imidazole and (B) Imidazole-d1.
by Crespo-Otero et al.8 of τNH = 50± 15 fs for excitation
by λ = 200.8 nm onto the D0 cation. For imidazole-d1 the
agreement between the experimental and calculated lifetimes
is not quite as close but still good, with a D-atom appearance
lifetime of τND = 70.9±0.6 fs from AIMC calculations com-
paring to a lifetime of τND = 57±4 fs from experimental re-
sults. In the experimental data for imidazole-d1 there appears
to be a vertical offset in the region before t = 0. This has been
explained elsewhere24,37,39,40 as being due to “reverse dynam-
ics” in which the probe pulse acts as a pump to photoexcite the
molecule, and then supplies two photons in the 2+1’ REMPI
scheme for the dissociated H atom, while the third photon is
provided by the “pump” pulse. The offset is accounted for in
the calculation of the experimental D-atom appearance life-
time by including a reverse time term in the equation for the
kinetic model such that
S(t) = S0+A
[
GIRF(t− t0)∗
((
1− e−(t−t0)/τ
)
u(t− t0)
)]
+B
[
GIRF(t0− t)∗
((
1− e−(t0−t)/τrev
)
u(t0− t)
)]
.
(2)
Using this model with an allowance for the reverse dy-
namics seen in the experimental data allows the rise time
τ to be extracted unaffected by the offset, which is then
compared directly to the value from the AIMC calculations,
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thus overcoming any disagreement that would be caused
by the effects of this offset. Despite this there is still a
noticable disagreement between the appearance lifetimes
from the experimental and AIMC data, which is most likely
due to inaccuracies in the measured value for t0 with the
imidazole-d1 data. The appearance lifetimes give a kinetic
isotope effect of KIE = 1.43±0.01 from AIMC calculations
compared to a kinetic isotope effect of KIE = 1.1±0.1 from
the experimental measurements. This disagreement in the
KIE is again most likely due to the t0 value for the imidazole-
d1 data. The relatively small KIE is due to there being a
very small barrier to dissociation along the S1 state which
the trajectory-guided basis functions are able to get around
without the need for tunnelling as shown in figure 1, meaning
that only the classical
√
2 kinetic isotope effect would be seen.
It should be noted that when considering the appearance
lifetimes, one must remember that they can be affected not
only by the choice of zero time correction in the case of the
experimental data as posited above, but also by the choice
of the length of the N-H/D bond at which it is deemed to be
dissociated for the AIMC results. In the experimental data,
the value of t0 is chosen based on the same non-resonant
ionisation of NH3 as is used to find the temporal pulse widths
and a shift in this value would introduce a similar shift in
the experimental transient3. For the AIMC data, the point of
dissociation is taken as being when RN−H/D = 4.0 A˚, how-
ever increasing or decreasing this distance would similarly
increase or decrease the time taken to reach dissociation. One
encouraging factor that would indicate that the transients are
temporally positioned properly is the agreement in the slopes
of the experimental and simulated transients for imidazole.
The experimental and AIMC transients for imidazole-d1
show a good visual agreement also, although this is modified
somewhat by the inclusion of the background signal.
When considering the raw cumulative sum of dissociation
times (dotted line), some interesting features can be seen in
the sub-50 fs regime that is masked by the temporal widths of
the laser pulses in the experimental data. Firstly, no dissoci-
ation is seen before ∼20 fs for either molecule, with dissoci-
ation for imidazole starting at ∆t = 15.8 fs and dissociation
for imidazole-d1 starting slightly later at ∆t = 26.5 fs due to
the lower vibrational frequency of the N-D bond compared to
that of the N-H bond. This is simply due to the chosen def-
inition of dissociation as being when RN−H/D ≥ 4.0 A˚ and
will occur experimentally, although such behaviour cannot be
seen directly due to the lack of temporal resolution. More in-
terestingly, between ∼20 fs and ∼50 fs there is a period of
rapid dissociation, where some basis functions prepared with
sufficient geometry and energy to dissociate immediately do
3There is some uncertainty in the t0 correction applied to the imidazole and
imidazole-d1 experimental data and so should be treated as an arbitrary shift. This
choice of t0 does not however affect the AIMC data or the slope of the transient
rise, only the lateral position of the experimental data and consequently a signifi-
cant shift in the appearance lifetimes calculated from the experimental data using
the kinetic model.
so, followed by a period of slower dissociation where the re-
maining basis functions encounter the small local minimum in
Franck-Condon region of the S1 state shown in the potential
energy curves for imidazole (figure 1A), and so must continue
to sample the PES to find a way around the barrier before re-
laxing onto the ground state. This two stage process, which is
seen more noticably in the imidazole data than for its deuter-
ated species, can not be seen directly in the experimental data
as the laser pulses give a “blurring” effect, however when the
smoothing process is applied to the raw dissociation data from
the AIMC calculations the calculated and experimental data is
brought into agreement with each other indicating that this ef-
fect may be occuring in the experimental data also. The two
stage dissociation has been seen also in AIMC simulations of
2-ethylpyrrole, where it is very pronounced.24
3.2 Pyrazole
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Figure 4: Calculated H atom TKER spectrum for pyrazole-
d1 (dashed blue) overlaid with that of undeuterated pyrazole
(solid red) with experimental results at a pump wavelength of
λ = 200 nm on inset.
Figure 4 shows the calculated TKER spectra for pyrazole
and pyrazole-d1, smoothed using the method described
earlier. The experimental TKER spectra for these two
molecules, both spectra taken using a pump-probe delay of
2.5 ps, originates from the work of Stavros et al. with the
pyrazole spectrum previously published in Ref 16 and the
pyrazole-d1 spectrum from previously unpublished data from
the same group.38 As with imidazole, the calculated spectra
are shifted to higher energies by around 2000-2500 cm−1
compared to experimental spectra as a result of inaccuracies
in the CASSCF potential energy surfaces. The expected peak
shift due to differences in zero point energy as a result of
deuteration is very slight in the AIMC generated spectrum
being most noticable in the left hand tail of the peak. As
with imidazole however, this shift cannot be easily seen in
the experimental spectra due to “above origin” excitation in
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the experimental data. Low energy structure in the calculated
spectra again does not seem to be as prevalent as is seen in
the experimental spectra due to the inability of the AIMC
simulations to account for multiphoton processes, which are
suggested as the source of the low energy H/D atoms by
Williams et al.16. This is increasingly likely as, like imida-
zole and imidazole-d1, the vast majority of trajectory-guided
basis functions undergo dissociation with 88% of pyrazole
basis functions dissociating along with 86% of pyrazole-d1
basis functions, and as such a longer simulation is unlikely to
result in increased intensity of the low energy peak.
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Figure 5: Raw cumulative sum of dissociation times from
trajectory-guided basis functions, alongside smoothed H/D
atom appearance transients with associated fits and experi-
mental data for (A) pyrazole and (B) pyrazole-d1
Figure 5 gives the H-atom appearance lifetime for pyrazole
(A) and the D-atom appearance lifetime for pyrazole-d1 (B)
based on the AIMC calculations and compared to those given
by fitting to experimental data, with the pyrazole data hav-
ing been previously published by Williams et al.16 and the
pyrazole-d1 data from unpublished work by the same group
41.
As with imidazole, the raw AIMC data is smoothed using
the smoothing process detailed earlier, using σpump = 62 fs
and σprobe = 37/
√
3 fs for pyrazole and σpump = 74 fs and
σprobe = 37/
√
3 fs for pyrazole-d1 to match the experimental
pump/probe cross correlations of σxc = 72 fs and σxc = 83 fs.
The smoothed data and the experimental data are both fitted to
the kinetic model given by equation 1 as no background sig-
nal from reverse dynamics is seen in either of the experimental
data sets. In addition to the lack of a background signal, for
the experimental data there is a higher level of certainty re-
garding the value of t0 compared to the data for imidazole and
its selectively deuterated species. The agreement between the
smoothed AIMC transients and the experimental data is vi-
sually very good and agreement between the calculated and
experimental lifetimes for pyrazole is similarly good, with a
value of 47.6± 0.3 fs from the AIMC calculations compar-
ing well to the 42± 6 fs lifetime obtained from fitting to the
experimental data. It should be noted however that the exper-
imental H+ appearance lifetime is below the temporal resolu-
tion of ∼50 fs for the experiment and so can only be reported
as τNH < 50 fs as was done originally
16. For pyrazole-d1,
a good level of agreement is achieved as for pyrazole, al-
though despite the experimental and AIMC transients visu-
ally agreeing very well there is some difference in the D+ ap-
pearance lifetimes with a calculated D-atom appearance life-
time of 63.9± 0.7 fs from AIMC calculations comparing to
a lifetime of 56± 3 fs from experimental results. These ap-
pearance lifetimes give a fairly small kinetic isotope effect of
KIE = 1.34±0.01 from AIMC calculations compared to a ki-
netic isotope effect of KIE = 1.3±0.2 from the experimental
measurements, and due to the higher level of certainty regard-
ing the t0 corrections for the experimental data this agreement
is very encouraging. The values for the KIE are again in the
region of
√
2 which would seem to be in agreement with King
et al.15 who suggest a rapid conversion between the low lying
pipi∗ state and the repulsive piσ∗ state, indicating that no tun-
neling would occur in the dissociation of pyrazole. The two-
step dissociation seen in the raw AIMC dissociation times is
similar to that seen for imidazole and imidazole-d1, although
for undeuterated pyrazole the initial rise accounts for a higher
proportion of dissociating basis functions than for imidazole
or pyrazole-d1. This behaviour is consistent with the experi-
mental findings in Refs 3 and 16 that direct excitation to the
piσ∗ manifold and the low lying pipi∗ will result in rapid N-H
bond rupture.
At first glance both our results and the experimental results
presented in refs 3 and 16 would seem to be in disagreement
with the theoretical work by Xie et al.17 as our results sug-
gest that due to the prevalence of rapid dissociation, as seen
by the steep rise in the AIMC raw dissociation data in the re-
gion 20 fs . t . 50 fs, the dissociation of the N-H/D bond
is not suppressed and may in fact be a competitive relaxation
pathway. This agreement between our simulations and the ex-
perimental results does not mean however that the rupture of
the N-N bond can be discounted as a relaxation mechanism,
or what the particular branching ratio of the different relax-
ation mechanisms could be. Indeed when one considers the
active spaces used by our simulation and by Xie et al., it can
be seen that a simple comparison between these two simula-
tions is not possible. For the simulations carried out in Ref 17
the active space for the MS-CASPT2(10,8) calculations made
no inclusion of σ or σ∗ orbitals on the N-H bond, while a pair
of σ and σ∗ orbitals were included on the N-N bond. As a
result, there would be no way to consider, using this active
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space, whether the N-H bond is significant or not as the cal-
culations would only consider the N-N bond when looking
at any dissociation of the bonds in pyrazole. In contrast to
this, and similarly to the CASSCF/CASPT2(10,9) electronic
structure calculations presented by King et al.15, the active
space used for our AIMC simulations contains a pair of σ
and σ∗ orbitals only on the N-H bond but no such pair of
σ and σ∗ orbitals on the N-N bond, which would preclude
relaxation through ring-opening via the rupture of the N-N
bond. As such while the simulations can state that both re-
laxation mechanism considered are allowed by the electronic
structure of pyrazole, no comment can be made based on ei-
ther simulation regarding which of the proposed bond rup-
ture related relaxation mechanisms is the more dominant. A
comparison of how different active spaces an basis sets can
affect the potential energy curves along the N-H stretch is in-
cluded in the supporting information to this article†. While
our simulations are consistent with previous experimental dy-
namics reported by Williams et al.16 and by King et al.15, the
role of N-N bond rupture could possibly be more important
under experimental conditions other than those presented in
those articles; indeed recent experimental results in the group
of Richard Thomas using TR-PES have given an indication
that N-N bond rupture may also play a role in the relaxation
mechanics of pyrazole42. To obtain a proper branching ra-
tio for both mechanisms therefore, further theoretical studies
with electronic structure at a higher level of theory using a
larger active space which accounts for both N-H and N-N dis-
sociation would be required.
4 Conclusions
We have used AIMC to simulate fully quantum dynamics
for imidazole and pyrazole along with their selectively
deuterated species. TKER spectra and H/D atom appearance
lifetimes from N-H/D bond rupture have been produced and
compared to experimental results3,9,10,16,38,41. Qualitatively
the TKER spectra agree with experimental data, reproducing
the high energy peaks associated with direct dissociation
via the repulsive piσ∗ state. In the TKER spectra from
the AIMC calculations, small kinetic energy shifts in the
high kinetic energy peaks of the deuterated molecules are
seen due to differences in zero point energy. These shifts
are hard to see in the experimental spectra due to “above
origin” excitation, where the pump imparts a small amount
of excess energy to each molecule, raising the molecule to
higher vibrational modes. This reduces the effect of the
zero point energy induced shift in the high KE peak of the
TKER spectra for the deuterated molecules. The AIMC
simulations however excite the molecules entirely onto the
electronic states with no vibrational excitation, giving the
largest depiction of the high energy peak shift. It is curious
however that this shift is still very small in comparison to
the shifts that were seen experimentally by Cole-Filipiak et
al.37 and which have recently been faithfully reproduced by
Green et al.24 using AIMC for the 2-ethylpyrrole molecule.
Further investigations of the comparative photodynamics of
azoles and their deuterated derivatives, both experimental
and theoretical, may yield an explanation for this surprisingly
small isotopic shift.
The H/D appearance lifetimes were obtained by smoothing
the raw AIMC dissociation counts to incorporate the “blur-
ring” effect that results from the temporal widths of the laser
pulses. This allowed the theoretical results to be compared
directly to the experiment. By fitting to the experimental
and smoothed AIMC dissociation data, figures for the H/D
appearance lifetimes could also be found which for the most
part gave very good agreement between experimental and
AIMC results, with both molecules showing a kinetic isotope
effect in the region of
√
2 due to the absence of tunneling.
Consideration of the raw AIMC dissociation gave insight into
the sub-50 fs dynamics confirming earlier insights from the
work of Green et al.24 that showed evidence of a two-step
model in the ultrafast photodissociation of 2-ethylpyrrole
where molecules with the correct geometry experience over-
the-barrier dissociation almost immediately after excitation
resulting in an early rapid rise in the dissociation count up
to ≥60% of dissociative basis functions, while those without
the correct geometry must further sample the potential energy
surface before dissociation, shown as a second slower rise.
That this behaviour, previously seen for 2-ethylpyrrole, is
also seen for both imidazole and pyrazole along with their
selectively deuterated species indicates that an ultrafast,
two-step photodissociation mechanism may be common
along low lying repulsive piσ∗ states.
Our results confirm the importance of N-H bond rupture
and the repulsive 1piσ∗ state along this coordinate in the
relaxation of imidazole, and gives weight to the conclusions
made both by Williams et al.16 and King et al.15 regarding
the direct ultrafast dissociation of the N-H bond in pyrazole.
This would appear to be at odds with the conclusions drawn
by Xie et al.17 who suggested that the N-H bond dissociation
is almost entirely suppressed as a relaxation mechanism in
pyrazole and instead it is rupture of the N-N bond that plays
a dominant role in the photodynamics. Contrary to this our
results indicate that pyrazole may behave in a similar fashion
to other nitrogen containing heteroaromatic molecules such
as imidazole where the N-H bond breaks extremely quickly,
indicating that, as with imidazole, this bond rupture could
provide a competitive relaxation mechanism in pyrazole.
The excellent agreement with the experimental results of
Williams et al.,16,41 and the fast dissociation times for high
KE H atoms seen in both the experimental results and in the
AIMC simulations could be evidence, albeit indirect, that the
H atoms are produced by direct dissociation of the N-H bond.
As discussed in section 3.2 however, the fact that the present
calculations differ to those of Xie et al. cannot be seen as any
indication of the dominance of one relaxation mechanism
over the other as, due to the differences in the structure of
the active space used in the respective calculations, neither
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simulation can fully describe both mechanisms. As such we
are unable to make any conclusions as regards to the relative
branching ratios, and to make such a comparison further
simulations would be needed at a higher level of electronic
structure theory with a larger active space.
In this work the AIMC method has been used to give the
first fully quantum theoretical treatment of pyrazole and im-
idazole on an equal footing, and the first ever fully quantum
theoretical treatments of these molecules’ selectively deuter-
ated species, and through this we have been able to give in-
sight into experimental results, particularly in the sub-50 fs
regime that is often inaccessible in ultrafast spectroscopy ex-
periments. The ability of AIMC calculations to reproduce ex-
perimental results confirms its status as a powerful tool for the
simulation of quantum mechanics in small molecular systems
and paves the way towards fully predictive quantum chemistry
for larger biomolecules.
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